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EUROPE

EUROPE
FRANCE

One-third of sailors on board of
French aircraft carrier Charles de
Gaulle is positive to COVID-19
668 out of nearly 2,000 sailors on board France’s aircraft
carrier Charles de Gaulle are infected with COVID-19.The
aircraft carrier returned to the French port of Toulon 10
days early from its Atlantic deployment after some sailors
showed symptoms.An escorting frigate and the carrier’s
pilots are also in quarantine.Twenty sailors are in hospital,
one is in intensive care.A Dutch Navy submarine, MS
Dolfijn, has also returned to its Den Helder base two weeks
early because of a COVID-19 outbreak on board. Eight of
the 58 crew members tested positive.Aircraft carriers are
the prime tool of global military presence in the sea and
the COVID-19 pandemic is proving hugely problematic for
the Armed Forces around the world.The number of carriers
available is limited.Earlier this month over 600 COVID-19
cases were confirmed aboard the USS Theodore
Roosevelt, one of two key US carriers in the western
Pacific.

RUSSIA

Russian troops reported on
Chechnya border
Russian armed forces were spotted on 20 April in
the Ingushetia District of Chechnya, bordering Ingushetia,
North Ossetia and Stavropol region, Russian
media reported, citing eyewitnesses.A video, published by
Novaya Gazeta, shows a number of military trucks and
tents lined up along a regional highway near the villages
of Bratskoye, Beno-Yurt and Banner, Znamenskoye in the
north-west of the republic. Residents believe that the
deployment is related to a military exercise in the region,
but this account hasn’t been confirmed. In response to a
newspaper’s media enquiry, a spokesperson of the Russian
Southern Military District said that they had not sent
additional troops into Chechnya. “The 42nd Motorized
Rifle Division, which is stationed in the Republic, is
engaged in routine combat training at its permanent
location,” the military spokesman said, without commenting
on the appearance of soldiers in populated areas.
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UKRAINE

Ukraine detains security service General Valery Shaitanovon on suspicion
of secretly working for Russia FSB
Ukrainian Security Services (SBU) have arrested a person

Shaitanov has been accused of providing information to

linked to General Valery Shaitanov, a former agent of the

the Russian Federal Security Service (FSB), being de facto

Center for Special Operations recently arrested for his

“the main pawn” of Moscow’s intelligence in Ukraine.“The

connection with Sergej Yegorov, a colonel of the Russian

SBU has gathered enough evidence that Shaitanov was an

Security Services (FSB).The arrest followed a lengthy

element in the service of the FSB,” said the Ukrainian

investigation, according to Ukraine security

counterintelligence agency in a note.Shaitanov allegedly

officials.“Security officers confiscated an RPG-26

sent material on secret operations to the FSB in the

launcher, rifles, grenades, a Steyr 1914 pistol with a

Donbass conflict area, as well as informing on the status

silencer, and over 9000 bullets of different caliber,” said

of cooperation of Ukrainian intelligence agencies with its

the SBU in a note.On Tuesday 14 April the SBU announced

international partners.Shaitanov’s detention comes one

the arrest of General Shaitanov, in force at the same

week after Ukrainian military officer, Colonel Ivan

agency, with charges of high treason and terrorism.

Bezyazykov, reportedly was sentenced to 13 years in prison
for treason.

LIVE
FOR
SOMETHING
RATHER
THAN DIE
FOR
NOTHING.
– GEORGE S. PATTON JR
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LITHUANIA

National Cyber Security Centre warns of risks with Russian-made routers
Wireless routers used by Lithuanians may be used to collect

Following the announcement, distributors decided to

data on citizens and companies, Lithuanian Vice Defence

remove the routers from the domestic market. Rytis Rainys,

Minister Edvinas Kerza, says.The National Cyber Security

the director of the Lithuanian National Cyber Security

Centre at the Ministry of National Defence (NCSC) has

Centre, said the systems had pre-installed DNS settings

conducted an in-depth investigation of one of the most

that directed the service to Russia-based servers. Kerza

popular wireless routers in the country and discovered that

also noted that about 90 percent of wireless routers used

the system systematically sends data to servers located

in the country are produced either in China or Taiwan.

in Russia.“[The routers] are still widely used since they are

“And we found that even though they were supposed to be

budget-class and fairly efficient,” said Kerza, adding that

produced in Taiwan, they were in fact produced in Russia,”

several internet service providers used to include the

Kerza said.

routers into their packages.

UK

UN Security Council briefing on Syria’s use of Chemical Weapons
The IIT reached its conclusions that units of the Syrian Air

Syrian regime has used chemical weapons against its own

Force were responsible for three abhorrent chemical

people.”

weapons attacks against the Syrian people in Ltamenah in

eyes by Syria’s defenders,” Allen added.Allen urged all

March 2017.The OPCW is the body tasked for upholding

members of the Council to consider the report in detail

that prohibition on the use of chemical weapons.The IIT’s

and to work together towards the goal of preventing

investigation adds to the evidence produced by two

impunity and upholding UN Security Council Resolution

separate previous UN-mandated investigations, which

2118.

claimed that the Assad government was responsible for
using chemical weapons at least four separate
occasions.The UN Security Council have repeatedly
emphasised the importance of upholding the prohibition
on the use of chemical weapons.UK Ambassador Jonathan
Allen, UK Chargé d’Affaires to the UN, said that Syria is in
breach of its obligations under the Chemical Weapons
Convention and the Security Council decisions set out in
Resolution 2118. “It remains a fact that the Syrian
authorities have not answered the questions raised over
their CW programme since it was declared,”Allen said. “We
hear month after month in this Council about the refusal of
the Syrians to cooperate fully with the OPCW and with the
outstanding questions of the declaration, just as it’s a fact
demonstrated by different bodies over the years that the

“We must not allow that dust be thrown in our
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MIDDLE EAST

RUSSIA

Russian Su-35 fighter jet intercepts US P-8A ISR aircraft
A Russian Su-35 fighter jet flew

Prevention of Incidents On and Over

Tresponded to these statements.

within 25 feet of a US P-8A

the High Seas. “We expect them to

However, the MoD has repeatedly

Poseidon ISR aircraft during an

behave within international

stated that all Russian Airforce’s

“unsafe” high-speed, inverted

standards set to ensure safety and

operations are carried out in strict

maneuver over the Mediterranean

to prevent incidents.” “The US

accordance with international

Sea, a statement from the US Navy

aircraft was operating consistent

rules.

said on 15 April. “While the Russian

with international law and did not

aircraft employed for a wide range

aircraft was operating in

provoke this Russian activity,” it

of missions including long-range

international airspace, this

added.

intelligence, surveillance, and

interaction was irresponsible,”

he Russian SU-35’s intercept lasted

reconnaissance (ISR) missions.

the US Navy statement said, citing

42 minutes. The Russian Ministry of

the 1972 Agreement for the

Defense (MoD) has not yet

The P-8A is multi-mission

MIDDLE EAST
IRAN

Tehran launched military satellite into orbit amid tensions with US
The Iranian paramilitary Revolutionary Guard (IRG)

The launch comes amid tensions between Iran and the US

announced on Wednesday 22 April the launch of a military

over the nuclear deal and after a US drone strike killed

satellite into orbit amid wider tensions with Washington,

Guard Gen. Qassem Soleimani in January.On Sunday, the

the first successful launch after months of

IRG also acknowledged it had a tense encounter with US

failures.Washington is likely to watch this development

warships in the Persian Gulf last week.

closely as Tehran’s space program is closely related to its
missile and nuclear ones.The move is most likely aimed at
sending a clear message to Washington and is part of
Iran’s effort to pressure both the US and the European
states after the US withdrawal from the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPA). Iran has suffered
several failed satellite launches in recent months.There
hasn’t been yet an independent confirmation of the launch
of the satellite. The satellite has been called ‘Noor’ –
meaning ‘light’ – and the IRG used a Ghasad satellite
carrier to launch it into space, a system that was
previously unknown, AP reported. Teheran said that the
satellite successfully reached an orbit of 264 miles above
the Earth’s surface taking off from Iran’s Central Desert,
the Guard said, without further elaborating.
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With North Korea saying nothing so far about Kim Jong-un health
condition, the inevitable question as being raised over who would
take over control of the country if his ruling was cut short.
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Who can replace Kim Jong-un?
With North Korea saying nothing so far about Kim Jong-un

The publication of political statements in Kim Yo-jong’s

health condition, the inevitable question as being raised

name signals her her central role in the regime.Analysts

over who would take over control of the country if his

are divided on whether she could be a suitable candidate

ruling was cut short.Reports that indicated that the North

as it’s true that on the one side she has some

Korean leader was in serious health condition following an

characteristic to succeed being a direct descendent of

a hearth surgery where denied by both Chinese and South

the dictator’s dynasty but on the other and North Korea is

Korea intelligence agencies. However the agencies did not

a rigid patriarchy and her gender rules most likely rule her

deny that the North Korean leader has had minor health

out of anything more than a side character in the event of

worries.While the Kim family has ruled for seven decades

his brother departure.

by passing power between male heirs like other hereditary

Kim Jong-un’s brother

dynasties, the 36-year-old Kim has named no successor.As

Kim has one surviving brother, an older brother, who has

a matter of fact the absence of the North Korean leader

been known for his love for music and guitar rather than

on 15 of April of the anniversary of his grandfather and

politics according to some sources close to him. Thae

country father came as surprise and was considered

Yong Ho, the former number two at North Korea’s embassy

highly unusual.Considering that the leadership of North

in London who defected to South Korea, once said Kim’s

Korean has always been passed down through male

elder brother “doesn’t own any official title”, adding he’s

hereditary heirs and Kim has not a single known male adult

“just a really talented guitarist”.Sources said that it would

son, here are some scenarios of what could happen.Since

be a long-shot for him to return to public life after such a

at the beginning of his government the dictator has been

long period outside of North Korean politics.

known for purging is rivals including close family member

Kim Jong-un young son

with some exceptions.

Another option will see is youngest son from his previous

Kim Jong-un’s sister

marriage as a possible heirs to the throne.A male heir

Kim Yo-jong, the dictator’s younger sister, has an active

would provide the most conventional line of succession in

role in the ruling working party acting as a de facto

a dynasty previously ruled by Kim’s father, Kim Jong Il, and

of staff of the party.

chief

She has been increasingly trusted by

founded by his grandfather, Kim Il Sung.Unfortunately not

the leader in performing some public task.Kim Yo-jong has

much is know about the private life of North Korean

become the single most important figure in the North

leader.South Korean intelligence said Kim married Ms Ri

Korean regime after her brother, the country’s leader, Kim

Sol Ju, a former singer, in 2009.All is known is that he has

Jong-un.In February, she made her first public

three children including a son born in 2010.The young age

statement, condemning Seul as a “frightened dog barking”

of Kim’s child will most likely mean that it would be needed

after South Korea protested against a live-fire military

to be a regent for a transition period till he come to age

exercise.She also publicly praised US President Donald

for ruling. Donald Trump’s national security advisor Robert

Trump for sending Kim a letter in which he reportedly said

Ryan said that the basic assumption on Kim‘s succession is

he wished to maintain good bilateral relations and offered

that it could be running in his family.

help in dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic.

MIDDLE EAST

AFGHANISTAN

Afghan anti terrorism forces kill
Taliban leader Mullah Khaliq in
Balkh province
The Afghan anti terrorism forces have killed a key Taliban
leader, Mullah Khaliq, AKA Saifullah, and captured four
members of the terrorist group during an operation in
northern Balkh province.The task force conducted the
operations in Qaland Kheli, Qarghanchi and Sayad
Villages of Sholgara district of Balkh, according to a 209th
Shaheen Corps statement.The statement added that
Afghan forces cleared the three villages during the
operations and captured four members of the Taliban
group.The Taliban group has not yet issued a statement on
the operation.

ISRAEL

Israeli citizen accused of spying for
Iran named as Ayman Haj Yahya
Israeli authorities have accused activist Ayman Haj Yahya
of allegedly spying for Iran after he was arrested on 16
March by a joint operation led by the internal security
agency Shin Bet and Israeli police.Haj Yahya – a wellknown political leader and activist within the Palestinian
community – was indicted for his connections with Iranian
intelligence forces and for allegedly recruiting Arab
citizens in Israel. He is considered a preeminent member of
the Arab-nationalist political party Balad that acquired
three seats in the Israeli Knesset in the last election. In
2014, Haj Yahya left Balad over the party’s position on the
Syrian civil war. He founded his own political movement,
which advocated for a boycott of elections and
Palestinian integration into Israel’s political system. Haj
Yahya was charged in court in the city of Lod with the
accuse of “serious infringement of the security” of Israel
on Sunday.Israel law forbids its citizens from having
interactions with Iran, Hezbollah, Hamas and terrorist
organizations.

ASIA
CHINA

Chinese navy not affected by
COVID-19 outbreak, PLA says
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) reported absence of
COVID-19 cases among China’s armed forces and claimed
that the pandemic improved the combat readiness of the
military. “We have strengthened personnel training on
disease response measures, imposed restrictions on
unnecessary personnel movements, and canceled
unnecessary gatherings,” Major General Chen Jingyuan,
health division director of the Logistic Support Department
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ASIA

under the Central Military Commission (CMC) said at the

theatre commands started military drills in April.On 11 April,

at a Press Conference. PLA’s Colonel Wu Qian also pointed

PLA’s six-ship flotilla, led by the Liaoning aircraft carrier,

out that during the COVID-19 epidemic prevention and

was spotted sailing through the Miyako Strait – about

control period, all PLA troops have persisted in combating

330km east of the northernmost tip of Taiwan – on its way

the epidemic without failing in combat effectiveness.

to the western Pacific.“In the future, the Chinese navy will

The PLA has resumed regular military drills, moves that

continue to organise similar training schedules to

military analyst say are a show of strength and control over

accelerate and improve the combat capability of its

the pandemic. Chinese army, navy and air forces across all

aircraft carrier strike groups,” Gao Xiucheng, PLA navy

five PLA’s

spokesman was quoted as saying in PLA Daily.

AMERICAS
USA

US Navy deploys vessels amid tensions between China and Malaysia
The Haiyang Dizhi 8, a Chinese research vessel, was

“Through our continued operational presence in the South

spotted last week conducting natural resources survey

China Sea, we are working … to promote freedom of

operations near an exploration vessel operated by

navigation and overflight, and the international principles

Malaysia’s state oil company Petronas, months after it

that underpin security and prosperity for the Indo-Pacific,”

undertook a similar patrol off Vietnam. The episode

Schwegman said in an emailed statement to Reuters.“The

prompted the US to call on China to stop its “bullying

US supports the efforts of our allies and partners to

behaviour” in the disputed waters, expressing its concern

determine their own economic interests.”The US State

over Beijing’s actions towards offshore oil and gas

Department has said China was taking advantage of the

developments in the region.The amphibious assault

region’s focus on the coronavirus pandemic to “coerce its

ship USS America (LHA 6) and the USS Bunker Hill (CG-52)

neighbours”.Rear Admiral Fred Kacher, commander of the

a Ticonderoga-class guided missile cruiser have been

USS America Expeditionary Strike Group, told Reuters that

deployed to the South China Sea, US Indo-Pacific

his forces had interacted with PLA naval forces in the

Command spokeswoman Nicole Schwegman said on

South China Sea this week. “All our interactions continue

Tuesday.USS America is one of the USN’s few aviation-

to be safe and professional with them,” Kacher said in a

centric amphibious assault ships, trading off well-deck

telephone interview from the USS America.

space for more aircraft capability.

AMERICAS
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USA

US Navy delays plan to move sailors back onto USS Theodore Roosevelt
The US Navy is delaying its plans to begin moving sailors

of how the virus can remain active in an asymptomatic

back onboard the aircraft carrier USS Theodore

host,” according to the memo sent to crew members.On

Roosevelt, citing crew members who are still testing

Monday 20 April, about 94 percent of the crew had been

positive after a 14-day quarantine period, according to

tested resulting in 678 COVID-19 positive cases and 3,904

Navy officials.The move can potentially delay the carrier’s

negative ones, according to Politico. “The process of

departure amid new questions about the spread of

moving them back onto the ship was going to start

COVID-19. Isolation periods are being extended for sailors,

Saturday — that’s what’s getting slowed down as they

more than three weeks after the ship was forced to dock in

determine, hey, how do we make sure we are getting this

Guam on 27 March. “Results of out-testing portions of the

right before we get them back on the ship?” a US Navy

TR crew following 14 days of quarantine leads us to

official said.

reevaluate our assessment

